In this paper we study real linear dynamical systems :~ = Fx +Gu, 3' = Hx, x~R" = state space, u E R" = input space, y E R p = output space, under the equivalence relation induced by base change in state space; or in other words we study triples of matrices with real coefficients (F, G, H) of sizes n x n, n × m, p × n respectively, under the action (F, G, H)
Introduction
We consider linear dynamical systems with constant coefficients (1.1) x =Fx +Gu, x~R", uER" y = Hx, y ~ R t', (continuous time) , and systems (1.2) xt+l =Fxt+ut, xt~R",ut~R",teZ
Yt = Hxt Y, • Rp
(discrete time)
I.e. there are m inputs, p outputs and the state space dimension is n. A change of basis in state space changes the triple of matrices (F, G, H) as follows (1.3 
) (F, G, H) ~ (F, G, H) T = (TFT-~, TG, HT-~), T~GL,(R)
where GL,(R) is the group of invertible n xn matrices. Motivated by e.g. identification of systems theory, the question now arises whether there exist continuous canonical forms for this action of GL,(R) on the space of all triples (F, G, H) . A precise definition of this notion follows. Let L . ... p(R) denote the topological space of all triples of matrices (F, G, H) of sizes n x n, n x m, p x n respectively; L,. ,. p(R) is naturally identifiable with R ("+"+ p~" and is given the corresponding topology.
Definition. Two elements (F, G, H), (F, (~,/-/) ~ L .... p(R) are called GL.(R) equivalent if there is a TeGL.(R) such that (F, G, H) r = (/r, G,/-3).
We can now define a continuous canonical form as follows:
1.5 Definition. A continuous canonical form on a subspace E ~-L .... p(R) is a continuous map c: E --* E such that ( 1.5.1) c (F, G, H) is GLn(R) equivalent to (F, G, H) for all (F, G, H)eE, (1.5.2) 
c(F, G, H) = c(F, G, FI) if and only if (F, G, H), (F, G, B)eE are GLn(R)
equivalent.
Of course one usually lets, E be a GL~(R) invariant subspace of L,,, ~, ~, i.e. a subspace such that (F, G, H)eE ~ (F, G, H)T ~E for all TEGL.(R).
One now remarks immediately that, for trivial reasons, there is no continuous canonical form on all of L,,, ~, p(R); more precisely because there are socalled jump phenomena; that is there are families (Ft, G,, Ht), t ~ R, of elements in L . ... p(R) , depending continuously on the parameter t such that (F t, G~, Ht) and (Fs, Gs, Hs) are GL.(R)-equivalent for all t :~ 0, s ~ 0 but such that (F t, Gt, H,) is not GL~(R)-equivalent to (Fo, Go, Ho) for t :~ 0. One now easily checks that if E contains such a family then no continuous canonical form on E can exist. One example of such a family is obtained as follows. Let G 1 be any nonzero matrix, F1 any matrix, H 1 = 0. Now define G t = tG1, H t = O, F t = F 1 for al! tER.
So, for continuous canonical forms to exist we must first of all see to it that no jump phenomena can occur. One subspace of L,,, n, ~(R) for which this condition is satisfied is the subspace L~, ,, p(R) of all completely reachable triples (F, G, H). For a definition cf. 2.2 below. This fits in rather well with the "identification of systems" point of view where one is mainly interested in systems which are completely reachable and completely observable because as far as input/output behaviour is concerned cr, co every linear system is equivalent to such a one. We denote with L .... p(R) the subspace of L .... p(R) of completely reachable and completely observable triples (F, G, H); cf. 2.2 below for a definition of completely observable.
In addition to L~ ~°p(R)we consider some more (GLn(R)-invariant subspaces of L,,, ~, p(R). A short list of interesting subspaces might be the following: 1.6 List of Subspaces. L~, ~. p(R) : all triples (F, G H) such that (F, G) is completely reachable. LC° ~,p(R): all triples (F, G, H) such that (F, H) is completely observable. Lm.,,p(R ) such that CO, cr -,,,L ...... n, v;tR~,--, _c E _c L .... p(R) then there exists a canonical form on E iff m = 1 
.. p(R)/GL.(R).
In section 3 we then use these results and some examples to prove the theorem 1.7 quoted above. 1.8 . Thus theorem 1.7 shows that as a rule one cannot expect continuous canonical forms to exist. However, the next best thing does exist: the quotient space M~,., p(R) = L~.. p(R)/GL.(R) admits a fine moduli space structure which very roughly means that it is-possible to define a "family of linear dynamical systems" over M~ .., p(R) such that up to GL.(R)-equivalence every completely reachable system occurs exactly once in this family and such that every family can be obtained from this (universal) one in precisely one way (by pullback). Section 4 below is concerned with these notions. 1.9 There also exists an algebraic geometric version of the theory presented in this paper. In fact practically all the essential constructions are algebraic with the notable exception of the example 3.3. In the algebraic geometric case this example has to be replaced by a three dimensional one (a one dimensional one does not exist). For this algebraic geometry theory cf. [5] and also [1] , [2] and [6-1, where rather more powerful algebraic-geometric machinery is thrown at the problem. 1.10 ' . . . F'"H') where A' denotes the transposed matrix of A. Let
We define (2.2.6) M:,., p(R) = n(L:,., p(R))
where w stands for cr or co or cr, co. 
The Local Quotients UJGL,(R).
Let ~ be a nice selection. We define
where/, is the n x n identity matrix. We claim that W, is naturally homeomorphic with R"" +"p. To see this write x E R"" as a sequence of m column vectors of length n as follows x = (xl,..., x,,) where x 1 consists of the first n coordinates of x, x2 of the second n coordinates of x, etc. Ha(x) ) as the unique triple of matrices such that (F,(x), G,(x) ) is the unique pair corresponding to y ~ R m" as in lemma 2.4.3 and such that H,(x) is the p x n matrix corresponding to z. Lemma 2.4.3 now implies that ~O, is a homeomorphism R""
LEMMA.For each x ~ R ~ there is precisely one pair of matrices (F, G) of sizes n x n and n x m respectively such that
x R " P -, 2.4.6 . Let X be any topological space. We let GLn(R ) act on GLn(R ) xX by multiplication on the left hand factor.
There now is a natural GL,(R)-invariant morphism t~ defined as follows
One obviously has for all 7" ~ GL~(R),
The GL~(R)-invariance of t, follows immediately from this. To see that t, is a homeomorphism observe that (T, (F, G, H)) ~ (FI G, H) T is an inverse map to t,. []

The Differentiable Manifolds M~. ,. r(R) and M'~: ~°~(R)
. By means of the results of 2.4 we can now obtain a local pieces and patching data description of the topological space M~,,,p(R). We see from 2.4.8 and 2.4.5 that UJGL,(R) ~-R ""+"p. It remains to patch these local pieces together.
We define for each pair of nice selections ~, fl
We now define homeomorphisms q~,a: V~a ~ Va~ as follows
One easily checks that for all triples of nice selections ~, fl, 7, ~ba~b,a(x) = ~b,.~(x) whenever the left hand side is defined and that ~b~a induces homeomorphisms q~,~: Proof M~.,.p(R) and m~ :.~°p(R) respectively. We now want to show that M~.., p(R) is a Hausdorff space. To do this we use the following lemma. 2.5.7 . LEMMA. Let ~, fl be two nice selections and suppose that (Gi, Gi, Hi) , i e N is a sequence of elements in U s converging to (F, G, H) 
LEMMA. The topological space obtained by glueing together the V~ by means of the (a~p is MCr,,, n, p(R). More precisely we have
(i) V~ ~ W~ c U~ = L~. n, p(R) --* M~, ~, p(R) is. (i): If (F, G, H), (F, G,/7) ~ W~ are GL,(R)equivalent. Then. cf. (2.
4.9) we must have R(F, G) = TR(F, G) for some T eGL,(R). Hence R(F, G)~ = TR(F, G)~. But R(F, G)~ = R(F,
We also have that
Now because (Fi, Gi, Hi) and (Fi, di,/-/i) are both in U' .... p(R) they are GL,(R) equivalent if and only if (2.5.11 )
This follows from the fact that T/must be such that T~R(F i, Gi) = R(Fi, Gi) and that R (F i, Gi) and R(Fi, Gi) both have rank n. By (2. 5.9 ) and (2.5.10) we know that limi~ o~ T~ exists and is equal to R(F, G)~ R(F, G)~ 1 = T~ and taking the limit for i ~ in the equality TiR(Fi, Gi) = R(F~, G~) we find (2, 5, 12) 
T~R(F, G) = R(F, G)
Both R(F, G) and R(F, G) are of rank n so that rank (T~) = n, i.e. T® is invertible so that (2. 
2.6.The principal fibre bundle. L~... v(R)-~, M~. ,. p(R).
From now on we shall occasionally talk about fibre bundles and principal fibre bundles over a topological spaceX. For these concepts and some elementary facts concerning them the reader is referred to [4-] . All fibre bundles in this paper will be locally trivial and we shall often omit to mention this.
According to lemmas 2. We now obtain from (2.
where n~ is the restriction of n to U~ and X~ is equal to The homeomorphism X, can be described as follows. Let x ~ V', co_ M c',., n. p(R), let (F, G, H)~Tt-l(x). Then we have (2.6.4) 7~,(In, X) = (F, G, H) r with T = R(F, G)~ 1 Then Zp Z~( , x) = (p~p(x, T), x)
X~(T,, x) = (F, G, H) rT-'
We are going to calculate p,a(x, T).
This shows that (cf. the definition of ta (2.4.7))
p~p(x, T) = R(T-1 , E,(xz)T, T-1G,(x',))~ 1
I.e. (2.6.5) p,~(x, T) = R (F,(¢'z-t(x) ), G,(~',-l(x))); 1 T We have now proved: 2.6.6 THEOREM. , , ., . p, _, ) .
... p(R) is a principal (locally trivial)fibre bundle with group GLn(R).
Proof This follows from 2.5.6 , the commutativity of (2. 6.2) and (2.6.5); cf. M~.n,p(R) and the transition fimctions defined by (2.6.5) where a is a nice selection. These are defined as follows
The relation between the c ~ ~ and the various maps above is as follows (cf. (2.6.4) (2.7.6) c~ = s~x~.
Existence and Nonexistence of Continuous Canonical Forms
We are now in a position to start investigating whether continuous canonical forms exist or not. Proof Suppose s': M' ~ E is a section. Then s'~': E ~ E is a continuous canonical form on E. This follows immediately because n's' = 1 u. and because n' induces a one-to-one onto correspondence between the orbits of GL,(R) in E and the points of M'. Inversely suppose that c': E ~ E is a continuous canonical form. Then c' is constant on the orbits of GLn(R ) in E, therefore by lemma 3. 
Local Canonical Forms and Local Sections of L~. ,, p(R) -~ M~, ,, p(R). Let
COROLLARY. (i) If m = 1 there is a continuous canonical form on L~. ,, p(R) (ii) lf m = n there is a continuous canonical form on L~,,,p(R).
Proof (i) Ifm = 1 there is only one nice selection viz. ~ = {(0, 1), (1, 1) , 6, lq) are GL.(R)-equivalent. Note also that 62 = id. The duality 6 halves the work we have to do to prove theorems like 1.7 . This is proved by the following lemma.
6: (F, G,H)~(F',H', G')
defines a homeomorphism L .... p(R)--~ Lp ...
. (R). The map 6 is not GL.(R)-invariant but it does have the property that two triples (F, G, H), (F, G, H) E L~, ,, p are GL.(R) equivalent if and only if the triples 6(F, G,H) and 6(F
LEMMA. Let E be a GL.(R)-invariant subspace of L .... p(R), then 6(E) is a GL,(R) invariant subspace of Lp, ,,,,(R) and there is a continuous canonical Jorm on 6(E) iff there is a continuous canonical form on E.
Proof The lemma is proved by: if c: E ~ E is a continuous canonical form on E, then 6 c' 6-1 is a continuous canonical form on 6(E), and ifc': 6(E) ~ 6(E) is a continuous canonical form on 6(E) then 6-1 c' 6 is a continuous canonical form on E. These last two statements follow immediately from the definition of continuous canonical form (cf. 1.5 ) and the remarks made above in 3. 1.5. [] 
COROLLARY. If p = 1 there is a continuous canonical form on L c°.., p(R). lfp = n there is a continuous canonical form on L~,,,p(R).
Proof These statements follow from 3. 1.4 and 3.1.6 
because 6(L~,,,p(R)) = L~,°., ,,(R)) and 5(L~, n, p(R)) = L~ .... (R). [] 3.2. Examples.
In this section we construct a number of examples of G,F and H matrices which will be useful in our continuous canonical form investigations.
7he Matrices Gn,,,(t, s). These n x m matrices are as follows (3.2.2) If n= 1, m>2
Gl,m(t,s)=(ts0...0) 
Gn,,.(t, s) = (
• ° . 0
o B O)
whereB is an (n -2) x (m -2) matrix independent oft, s such that the columns of B and the columnvector (1, 1 , . . . , 1)' span an (m-1)-dimensional subspace of R"-2. Note that such a B exists because 2 < m < n. 
The precise form of these functions is not important provided they are continuous, satisfy conditions (3.2.14) for s ¢ 0, and are such that y2(t) ~ 0 for all t and x 1 (s) ¢ 0 for all s. It is perfectly possible to find C ~-functions satisfying these conditions (simply smooth the corners in these functions) but there are no polynomials in t, s which satisfy these conditions. We can now define the matrices Hp, n(t) and//p, n(s). Below we only give the Hp, ~(t). In each case Hv. ~(s) is obtained from Hp, ~(t) by replacing yl(t) with Xl (S ) and y2(t) with x2(s ). (Such a C exists because 2 < p < n). (n, m, p) such that rn > 1 and p > 1, where Pt(R) is one dimensional real projective space (which is homeomorphic to the circle).
Hl,.(t) =
Let m > 1, p > 1. We define F., Gn, m(t, 1), Hv, .(t ) One checks easily that this bundle is non trivial (by showing that there is no continuous section). As a matter of fact the associated line segment bundle is the Mobius band bundle over the circJe ( = W(R)), cf. [4] example 1.3. 3.5. On the Nonexistence of Continuous Canonical Forms. We consider the continuous map z,,,., p: P~ (R) --* M~, ,, p(R)constructed in section 3.3 above. Let and fl be the selections defined just above (3.3.3) , and let V 1 and V 2 be as in 3.4 .7. Then we have from (3.3.3 
p,#(x) = R(F,(O' ,-a(x)), G=(~O' =-~(x))); ~
By the definition of q/~ (cf. 2.5.5) we see that R (F,(~b',-l(x) ), G,(q/,-~(x))) can be calculated as follows. Take any (F, G, H)eU, such that =(F, G, H ) = x. Then-(cf.
also (2.6.4))
R(F,(O~ (x)), G,(O, '(x))) ---R(F, G) 2 ~R(F, G)
We now construct a GL~-bundle over PX(R) by first pulling back L~,,,p(R) -,
-~ Mm, p(R) y means ofz, m p (cf. 3.4.3) and then using determinants as in 3.4.6 . It now follows from (3.5.3) , (3.5.2) and (3.5.1) that the resulting bundle is given by the transition function v~ n v2 -~ 6L~(R) (3.5.4) F,, G,. re(t, 1) ),
An easy calculation shows that we find This is a nontrivial bundle. In fact the bundle defined by this transition function is isomorphic to the bundle defined in 3.4.7. 3.5.6 . COROLLARY. The principal GL.(R)-bundle U'rn, n, p(R) -* M:, n. p(R) is nontrivial. 3.5.7. In Let M:,,,, p(R) = n (L~,,,, p(R) ) where w is one of the following groups of symbols ( 3.5.8) cr cr,co cr,co,)~ p p,2
Then one easily checks from (3.2.2)-(3.2.6), (3.2.8) , (3.2.15)-(3.2.19 ) and (3.2.11), (3.2.12 ) that: 3.5.9. LEMMA. (i) z .... v(pl(R) ) c M, ~,,,p(R)jbrallwfromthelist(3.5.8)ifm 4: 1,nandp 4: 1,n. (
p(R)/fm4:1 and p ¢ 1. 3.5.10 TM, ,, p(R) are nontrivial for all w from the list 3.5.8 if m ~ 1, n and p ~ 1, n. The principal cr, co ~ c.r, c o bundles IYr'~°'~tli~-,M¢~'~°'~¢R~ and Lm.,.p(R) M .... p(R) ) are nontrivial if --m , n, p ,~1 -' -m , n, p ~,---I m # l a n d p # l . 3.5.11. Proof of Theorem 1.7 . The only if parts of (i), (iii), (iv), (v), (vi) follow from corollaries 3.5.6 and 3.5.10 combined with lemma 3. 1.2 , except when p = 1 in case (i). In this case one proceeds exactly as before starting with slightly ~1 1 defined as in (3.3.1), (3.3.2) above except that t h e Hmodified maps a~, ~, 1, ~, ,~, components are taken to be identically zero, The only if part of (ii) follows from the only if part of (i) by duality. Cf. 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 . The if parts of (i), (ii) and (v) are proved by 3.1.4 and 3.1.7 . The if parts of (iii), (iv), (vi) follow from these because we have the inclusions
Families of Linear Dynamical Systems
M c r and the Fine Moduli Space m.,. ~(R)
We have seen that as a rule continuous canonical forms cannot exist even on such a relatively small subspace as Lm.,,p(R) . This section is devoted to showing that the next best thing is true: ME. ,, p(R) is a fine moduli space for a suitable notion of "families of linear dynamical systems". 
Families of Linear
Description of Families of Linear Dynamical Systems by Transition
Functions. Let has the property that the induced linear-system-up-to-GL.(R)-equivalence over x e M~, ,. p(R) "is" the point x. To define the universal family E ~ we view M~, ,, p(R) as obtained by glueing together the pieces V, = R m"÷"p by means of the isomorphisms 4~,a of 2.5 above. That is we identify V, with V2 for each ~ by means of the ~O' ,. 4.3.1. The Local Families Y,. Let c~ be a nice selection. For each a let V, = R ""+"p, E~ = V,x R" and let p,: E, --, V, be the obvious projection. Let ~, be the isomorphism ~: V, ~ W, of section 2.4.5 above. We write ~k,(x) = (F,(x), G~(x), H,(x)). We now define the family Z, = (E,, F,, G,, H,) as follows (4.3.2) F,:
This defines a completely reachable family over V, for all e. The associated 5.5. 4.3.5. The (91obal) Family Z". Now let fl be a second nice selection. Let V,t~,V~, and ~b,a be as in section 2.5 . Let E,p = V,a × R", Ep, = V~, × R". We now define an isomorphism of veetorbundles q~,a: E~p ~ Ea~ as follows (4.3.6) ~¢(x, v) = (q6~p(x), R (F,(x) 
, G,(x))~ 'v)
It is obvious that ~,p induces an isomorphism of vectorspaces in each fibre and that the diagram E~ L~ ,,) E~ (4.3.7) commutes. Also one readily checks that for all
x ~ V~a~ = {x ~ V~ldet (R(F,(x), G,(x) )p) ~s 0 and det (R(F,(x), G,(x) )~) ~ 0} (4.3.8) ~p~(~t~(x, v)= ~(x, v) and that for all x e V,p (S , v) = (s, H.,,(v) Proof One checks easily that fx depends only on the isomorphism class of X and that Z ~f x is functorial in the sense thatf~x =f~ o g. This is most easily seen by using the description of g~Z given in 4.4.11 . We must now prove two things (i) If E = 9 ~Z", t hen fx = O (ii) f~-X u and Z are isomorphic families of linear systems.
,(s, v) = (s, F.,,(v)), G,(s, u) = (s, 6a, s(U)), Ha
To prove (i) it suffices to remark that (iii) the system-up-to-GL.(R)-equivalence E~ over s~S is the system-up-to-GL.(R)-equivalence E~) (cf. 4.4 ) (iv) the system-up-to-GL.(R)-equivalence E~ "is" the point O(s) ~M~, ,, p(R) (cf. 4.3 just above 4.3.12 ). (v) fx(s) is the point of M~,,,p(R) representing the system-up-to-GL.(R)-equivalence X;,. 4.6. Remarks. 4.6.1. 7he underlying bundle E" of ~" is the associated R * bundle of the principal GLn(R ) bundle L%, ~, p(R) --, M~,., p(R). So in particular it is nontrivial if m ~ 1. (Cf. Steenrod [4] 8. 2-8.4) . Also the restrictions ofE ~ to various subspaces are often nontrivial. Cf. 3.5.10 . One can also use the fine moduli space property of M~, n, p(R), ~ to show that cr there exists a con. tinuous canonical form on a suitable subspace E c L .... p(R) lff the bundle E ~ restricted to M' = n(E) is trivial. Cf. I'2] Thm 6A.
